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Jonah is on a mission to break every bone in his body. Everyone knows that broken bones grow

back stronger than they were before. And Jonah wants to be strongerÃ¢â‚¬â€•needs to be

strongerÃ¢â‚¬â€•because everything around him is falling apart. Breaking, and then healing, is

JonahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s only way to cope with the stresses of home, girls, and the world on his shoulders.

When Jonah's self-destructive spiral accelerates and heÃ‚Â hits rock bottom,Ã‚Â will heÃ‚Â find

true strength or surrender to his breaking point? "[F]or those with a taste for the macabre and an

aversion to the sentimental, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hard not to be taken in by the bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s strong

central relationships....[Break] is like a one-man Fight Club, and it could find nearly as many ardent

followers"Ã‚Â  --Booklist, starred review
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Seventeen-year-old Jonah is on a quest to break every bone in his body, and his best friend Naomi

is there to film each attempt, as he crashes his skateboard or dives into an empty pool. His

16-year-old brother, Jesse, has deadly food allergies and their parents aren't vigilant about keeping

the house safe, so that job has fallen to Jonah, who is weighed down by the responsibility. He

breaks his bones so that as he heals he becomes stronger ("It's sort of a natural bionics thing.

Break a leg, grow a better leg. Break a body, grow a better body"), a belief treated with almost

religious reverence from some, like Naomi (who calls it a "revolution"), but that eventually results in

his being institutionalized. Moskowitz, who wrote the story while a high school junior, paces the



story well and creates in Jonah a believable and complex protagonist. Love interest Charlotte is

one-dimensional, and Naomi strains credulity as she eggs Jonah on. But the brothers' relationship is

poignant, and Moskowitz's depiction of Jonah and Jesse's respective traumas-and a family

drowning in dysfunction-are viscerally real. Ages 14-up. Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business

Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Grade 9 UpÃ¢â‚¬â€•Seventeen-year-old Jonah is determined to break every bone in his body, and

to this end he stages accidents that are quite disturbing and painful to read. His friend Naomi

encourages him and videos the sickening stunts, which include jumping into an empty 14-foot-deep

swimming pool. Jonah's dysfunctional activity stems from family dynamics: parents who argue; an

infant brother who wails incessantly for no known reason; and a 16-year-old brother who has

life-threatening food allergies that frequently land him in the ER. Jesse is a constant worry for

Jonah, who believes his brother is primarily his responsibility. There's plenty of teen angst and

drama, but the resolution feels rushed and somewhat implausible. Jonah escapes from a juvenile

psychiatric unit with the help of Mackenzie, a teen volunteer at the facility who has access to the

isolation unit and knowledge of security codes. Mackenzie is enamored with Jonah's explanation of

his self-destructive actions, calling them "adorable." Later that evening Jonah learns that Jesse and

Naomi are a couple; this inexplicable union is also crucial to the climax. Despite its shortcomings,

the unique, emotional story line may draw in teens who want a quick read and are willing to overlook

some of the unlikely plot twists.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Patricia N. McClune, Conestoga Valley High School,

Lancaster, PA Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved.

Absolutely loved this book!

3 Stars - I was drawn to this story because of the idea of a teenage boy who goes out of his way to

try to break every bone in his body. I wanted to know just what was behind this idea, why someone

would want to do this to themselves.The plot was interesting and kept me reading. Jonah, our main

character had many problems that he didn't know how to deal with - hence breaking his bones so

they grow back strong, making him stronger for his family. I felt that the ending left us a little short. I

didn't like that I started to care for Johan and I never knew or got the feeling he would be okay. I

would have given it more stars if I had more closure. I know sometimes not having closure in a book

fits, but for me... I needed more with this one.Also, Naomi, Johan's best friend pushed my buttons. I



was frustrated that she didn't listen to her best friend and support him when things changed or he

was trying to change. She used such peer pressure on Jonah that it was hard to read at times. I

guess I just felt that he had so much going on that he didn't need that from her piled on top of it all

too. Then again, that's true, in some form with most teen's right?His family didn't know what to do

about this either. That part of the book was more then realistic as so many parents face things with

their kids that they don't understand, don't know what to do with. I knew that they wanted to help but

felt so helpless in the situation with not only Jonah but with his other brothers, both younger - one

brother Jesse who's allergic to just about everything and a baby brother Will who does nothing but

cry.In the end this book wasn't what I was expecting. It was a nice change from what I tend to read.

I like finding different stories and this was just that. I commend Moskowitz for writing this book and

getting published while still in High School. I'll be looking for her next book to see what she has in

store for us next.

This was a pretty good book. I will definitely read other books by this author. I can't wait to see how

her writing matures after high school. I agree with others who say the ending wasn't that great, but

the rest of the book more than makes up for the rosy ending. I think the author got tired of writing

and wanted to wrap this project up and ended it in a way that didn't satisfy me. Don't get me wrong,

the ending was OK, just disappointing after the rest of the book was so well written.

very engaging book but we were bummed by the ending

Bought the Kindle version.It was a interesting book. A very quick readthat kept my interest. I think

I've read this about 3 times.The book is about a guy named Jonah who has a complicated family

life. His brother Jesse is allergic to everything and his baby brother will cries no stop.Jonah is on a

mission to break every bone in his body. To be stronger. I feel like the book was well written.It felt

like you knew the characters.

Jonah has a twisted best friend named Naomi, a younger brother Jesse who's allergic to practically

everything (milk can lead him to death's door), and an infant brother named Will who won't stop

crying. Also, his parents are nasty to each other and should be divorced. How does he cope and

make sense of things? By breaking himself. Jonah purposefully gets into accidents and keeps a

tally of his broken bones. But his addiction to pain and healing gets out of control.Things became

increasingly worse for Jonah, which made me flip the pages faster to see if he would drop his goal



of being constantly broken or take steps to overcome what drove him to hurt himself. The characters

were deep and believable. I'm impressed that the author was a teenager when she wrote this. Now

I'm eager to read the Moskowitz's second book, INVINCIBLE SUMMER.

Break is a great read about Jonah, Will and Jess. Their family isn't quite perfect causing a lot of

conflict throughout the story. Jonah breaks his own bones in an odd form of self harm in order to

control the pain in his own way. Jess is a walking allergic reaction and Will isn't perfect himself.

Together they must attempt to work through their problems and begin to understand each other in

the process. I myself am a self harmed and don't have the perfect family so in a way I can relate.

Thank you for reading and I hope you enjoy the book as much as I do.

From the first page this book held me in thrall and I read the entire book in one sitting. The

characters surged off the page and their dilemmas drew me in to a point where I felt their pain. It's

hard to believe such a powerful story could be written by someone so young, yet the raw emotion

that spills from the page could come from no one but a teenager. The ending felt a little forced,

which is why I haven't awarded 5 stars. I think as soon as people outside those who enabled him

found out the secret, things fell apart to a degree, but then, maybe that's the point because his world

fell apart too.
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